
Looking to determine what size ring you wear? Shopping for a surprise ring (shh!) for someone else? 
We’re here to help! There are two different methods and some tips to consider when finding a ring size.

Before printing this document, ensure that 
Page Scaling is set to 100%. If the length of 
the top bar on the left matches the length of 
your credit card, you are good to go!

Cut out the ring sizer and cut a slit on the vertical pink line. Wrap the ruler 
around the base of the intended finger.  Pull the angled end through the slit 

until the paper fits comfortably around your finger.

Considerations when measuring your fingers: can the size you’ve measured fit 
over your knuckle? Are you hands cold or hot (they swell in the heat!)

We recommend sizing up on some of our thicker band rings, and note these recommendations in the product 
description. Please read the product page carefully before ordering. Need help? Email contact@annabeck or 

chat with us at annabeck.com for assistance!

FINDING A RING SIZE

BEFORE MEASURING!

MUST BE PRINTED! 
SCREEN SIZE NOT 

ACCURATE!

US & CANADIAN SIZES

METHOD 1
Measure An Existing Ring

METHOD 2
Use A Paper Ring Sizer

PLACE CREDIT CARD HERE

1. Print this guide with page scaling set to 100%. 
2. Select a ring that properly fits the intended finger. 
3. Place the ring over the circles below. Match the *inside 

edge* of the ring to the circle closest in size. 
4. If the ring falls between two sizes, order the larger size.
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